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Choice, consistency and control

i2Live brings together three essential retirement planning products under one umbrella, giving your clients choice, control and consistency, 

while making their lives so much simpler as they move through retirement.

i2Live 
Accumulator
Personal pension

i2Live 
Drawdown

Income withdrawal

i2Live 
Annuity

Flexible unit-linked annuity

 An investment range to meet most customer needs

i2Live
Retirement solutions

The i2Live proposition

Income Guarantee Option
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i2Live – benefits

i2Live challenges traditional annuities by offering a range of options from accumulation and consolidation of pension funds through to 

providing a flexible income and growth potential for life.

i2Live – target audience

i2Live is designed for clients who:

 already have an existing i2Live plan  

 are either preparing to retire or are already in retirement

 want to manage and stay in control of their pension assets

  are looking for flexibility and choice when it comes to their 

pension income

 need the potential for growth

 want protection against investment, inflation and longevity risks.

However i2Live is unlikely to be suitable for those clients who:

  have total pension assets of less than £100,000 or no other 

assets or sources of income to fall back on

 want a capital guarantee

  are not prepared to review their pension arrangements 

on a regular basis.

i2Live – investment risk

Like all pension plans, i2Live retirement solutions are designed for 

long term investment. i2Live allows your client(s) to stay invested 

for life, which provides the potential for growth and can help 

offset the risks of inflation and longevity. However investments in 

i2Live can go down as well as up and the value of the fund is not 

guaranteed. To help protect against this risk, i2Live Drawdown and 

i2Live Annuity offer an Income Guarantee Option. See page 11.

*There are no product charges on conversion from one product to another. There may 
be a charge if a Lifetime Allowance charge is incurred.

Keep their pension fund invested in 
their choice of i2Live funds for life

Staying invested can help your clients reduce the risks of inflation with potential investment 
growth. 

Choose the level of income they want 
and stay in control of their fund

With flexible access to their fund and the ability to reduce or increase their income within 
limits, your client(s) have the freedom to make the most of their retirement and can even 
take the occasional lump sum if they wish (within HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) limits).

Consolidate all their pension assets 
within one retirement plan

This simplifies administration and portfolio reviews for you and your client(s) and can 
keep costs down. Transfers between products within the i2Live range are free of 
charge,* seamless ** and hassle-free.

Secure a guaranteed income if 
they wish

By choosing our optional income guarantee in i2Live Drawdown or i2Live Annuity, your 
client(s) can enjoy income security without being locked into a fixed income and without 
committing to a conventional annuity.

Phase their retirement The unique i2Live product structure makes phased retirement simple. Your client(s) take 
only the income they need, perhaps one that gives them maximum tax-efficiency, allowing 
the rest to stay invested and working for them. 

With i2Live your clients can:

** Please note that we will only be able to convert an i2Live Accumulator to an i2Live 
Drawdown after 6 April 2015 if your client already has an existing i2Live Drawdown 
(that has previously received a conversion from an i2Live Accumulator).
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Before retirement Taking an income

i2Live Accumulator 
Personal pension 

i2Live Drawdown 
Drawdown pension 

i2Live Annuity 
Flexible unit-linked annuity

Available with the Income Guarantee Option 
More details on page 11

Eligibility Minimum age 18 

Maximum age 74 

Minimum age 55 

Maximum age 76 

Minimum age 55 

No maximum age

Main features 
at a glance

   Consolidate existing pension 
benefits and build up fund with 
additional contributions.

   Easy transition to i2Live Drawdown 
or i2Live Annuity through phasing 
or a single conversion at no  
extra cost1.

A range of investment fund 
options, covering all major asset 
classes, which can be continued 
on conversion to i2Live 
Drawdowns or i2Live Annuity.

Option to transfer to another 
provider without penalty.

Full product specification on page 31.

    A flexible income can be taken 
until age 77 to meet client needs.

    Income Guarantee Option can 
be added from outset or at any 
other time up to the client’s  
75th birthday.

    Investment flexibility maintained 
whilst taking income.

   Fund available on death to 
provide a choice of death 
benefits to suit personal 
circumstances.

   Free1 conversion to i2Live 
Annuity with the Income 
Guarantee Option carried over if 
selected (up to age 75).

Full product specification on page 32.

    A flexible income for life to meet 
client needs.

    The option to add the income 
guarantee from age 60.

    Investment flexibility maintained 
whilst taking income.

    Provide an income continuing 
on death through the joint life 
option or through the dependant’s 
guarantee period option. 
See death benefits on page 22

    Maximise income if no death 
benefits required.

    Option to transfer to an annuity 
with another provider if the 
client’s risk profile changes. 
Subject to underwriting. 

Full product specification on page 33.

1There are no product charges on conversion from one product to 

another. We will only be able to convert an i2Live Accumulator 

policy to an i2Live Drawdown policy from 6 April 2015 if your 

client already has a existing i2Live Drawdown (that has previously 

received a conversion from an i2Live Accumulator). There may be 

a cost if a Lifetime Allowance charge is incurred.

i2Live – product overview

Option to take an 
Uncrystallised Funds Pension 
Lump Sum.
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Minimum investment £50,000 gross

Into any single product or across all i2Live products, although we expect the client to have 
pension assets totalling at least £100,000, or if less, other assets or sources of income to fall 
back on.

In order to apply for i2Live products, the client must already have an i2Live plan.

Minimum additional contribution £250

To any single product or across all i2Live products.

Charges

Full fund list and fund charges can be found  
in the Customer Investment Funds Guide

  100% allocation rate

  No bid/offer spread

  Investment fund charge depends on investment funds selected 

   Income Guarantee Option charge (if selected) of 0.95% per annum of the value of the 
fund(s) to which the guarantee applies

  Any ongoing commission charges agreed between you and your client.
See advice costs on page 34.

Investment options

Customer fund guide 
We produce a separate guide to our fund  
range which is available on our website or by 
contacting us

   A range of pension linked investments funds covering all major asset classes

   Active and Passive funds available

  No minimum investment in any one fund

             Some investment restrictions with the Income Guarantee Option.

See Income Guarantee Option details on page 11.

Fund switches   Unlimited free switches

  No minimum switch amount

  No minimum amount required to remain in the fund after switching.

Key information

   No administration fees

 Unlimited free fund switches
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Income limits and payment options

With i2Live your clients have true income flexibility. Not only can they choose the level of income they require but they can also increase 

it or reduce it when they need to, and take lump sums, within HMRC limits. 

i2Live Drawdown i2Live Annuity

Taking an income If required, income can be taken up to the maximum 
HMRC limit.

An income must be taken between the HMRC limits.

Income limits Income limits are set for each pension year and 
reviewed every three years or annually if your client is 
aged 75 or over.   

More about income reviews on page 28. 

Income limits are set for each pension year and 
reviewed every three years. 

More about income reviews on page 28.

Minimum income
See diagram for  
minimum limits

There’s no minimum limit. Your clients don’t have to 
take an income if they don’t want to.

50% of the income available from the average of 
three level conventional annuity rates that could be 
purchased with the value of the i2Live Annuity fund.

Maximum income
See diagram for  
maximum limits

150% of the GAD rate

Funds that move from i2Live Accumulator to  
i2Live Drawdown will go into the same tranche 
and have one set of HMRC limits.

More about policy segmentation on page 30.

120% of the income available from the average of 
three level conventional annuity rates that could be 
purchased with the value of the i2Live Annuity fund.

Income payments Client can specify the fund they want to take income from, or take it proportionately across all funds.

Income payments are made directly to your client’s bank account.

See page 13 for details about income levels when the Income Guarantee Option is selected.

Income payment 
options

    Fixed regular payments

   Single one-off payments

   Combination of regular and single payments.

Regular income can be paid monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or annually. 

Taking an income

Jargon buster
Pension year – Runs from the date that the first 
transfer payment is received in a policy tranche 

GAD – Government Actuary’s Department

Key information

  Client chooses how much income they want 
to take within their limits 

  They can vary it as often as they want to
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i2Live - income flexibility

i2Live Drawdown offers clients the flexibility to take any income between 0% and 150% of the GAD rate.

         In i2Live Annuity, clients can take anything from 50% to 120% of the equivalent income available from the average 

of three level conventional annuity rates.

150
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Maximum Supportable Income

What is Maximum Supportable 
Income (MSI)? 

This is the maximum income that we calculate can be sustained 

each year for life.

How is it calculated?

We take into account the client’s:

  fund value

  age

   Assumed Investment Return (AIR) of between 0% and 8% 

which the client can specify from outset, otherwise we will 
assume an AIR of 5% (set at 4% when the Income Guarantee 

Option has been selected) 

  The AIR is similar in principle to the Annual Bonus Rate (ABR) used in 

with-profit annuities.

  future plan charges 

  life expectancy

  choice of death benefits

The MSI is recalculated annually. See ‘Income reviews’ 

on page 28.

Maximum Supportable Income – 
the high level principles

If the assumptions used in calculating the MSI happen in practice, 

the MSI remains level.

The principle is that the client benefits from taking the maximum 

sustainable income they can from their fund and it won’t run out 

until the day after they die.
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Key information

  useful income planning tool

  good indicator of sustainable income level

  used to calculate guaranteed minimum income

  reviewed annually for discussion with client which 
helps you meet FSA requirements
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The Income Guarantee Option

Provides an income underpin When selected, the Income Guarantee Option provides a guaranteed income underpin. This 
guarantees income will never fall below a minimum amount – whatever happens to the markets. 
We call this the guaranteed minimum income, or GMI, see page 12 for more on this and how it is 
calculated.

Lifetime guarantee The Income Guarantee Option is available under both i2Live Drawdown and i2Live Annuity, so 
can offer a lifetime guarantee. 

Can provide the level of security 
your client needs

The guarantee can be applied to all or just part of a fund depending on the level of security 
required.

Can be added at any time For i2Live Drawdown, it can be added from outset or at any time up to the client’s 75th birthday, 
on the terms applicable at the time. For i2Live Drawdown the guarantee ceases on the client’s 
75th birthday unless they move into i2Live Annuity. 

For i2Live Annuity it can be added at any time from age 60. 

Can be removed and reinstated Can be switched off at any time and reinstated after 12 months on the terms applicable at the time. 

Peace of mind at a relatively small 
extra cost

Charged at 0.95% a year of the fund(s) to which the guarantee applies. Client only pays for it 
when it’s switched on.

The value of a guarantee

The Income Guarantee Option (IGO) lets your clients enjoy the benefits of staying invested, without any of the worry associated with 

it. It is also a way of providing your clients with a guaranteed level of income throughout their retirement without tying them to a 

conventional annuity or a fixed income. 

Key information

  Designed for clients who are averse to risk but who still want the potential for growth

  Guaranteed minimum income regardless of investment performance

  Income guaranteed even if fund level drops to nil

  Secures day-to-day finances

  Still benefit from any investment growth

  Can be kept for life

  Can be switched on and off, within limits, as required
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GMI will never fall Regardless of investment returns or fund value, provided the conditions of the guarantee 
are met (see page 14). 

Income up to the MSI (or GMI if greater) can be taken each year without affecting the level 
of the GMI.

GMI may increase in future The GMI is reviewed every five years and may increase at that time if the MSI increases 
(see page 29).

What is Guaranteed Minimum Income (GMI)?

This is the level of income guaranteed to a client when they select the Income Guarantee Option. 

Guaranteed Minimum Income

How is it calculated?

The initial GMI is 75% of the client’s maximum supportable income (MSI), see page 10 for more about MSI.

Key information

  Provides an income underpin

  Income can still be taken above the GMI level

  GMI can increase at each review
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Flexible income up to the MSI 
can be taken

Income can be taken up to the MSI level, or the GMI if this is higher.  

If income exceeds the MSI, the GMI will reduce. See conditions of the Income Guarantee 
Option on page 14.

Guarantee provides a floor below which 
income cannot fall

If the level of income that can be taken from the fund reduces, resulting in the MSI for any 
year falling below the level of the GMI, the GMI will be paid. 

GMI paid - even if fund reduces to zero The GMI will be paid from the fund(s) to which the guarantee applies. If these ever reduce 
to zero, we will continue to pay the GMI each year for the rest of the member’s life.

Potential for income levels to return 
to normal

If the fund recovers and the MSI exceeds the level of the GMI, the income payments will no 
longer be restricted to the GMI and so income up to the new MSI can be taken.

No restrictions if guarantee switched off As soon as the Income Guarantee Option is switched off, the client can take income up to 
the maximum HMRC limit as summarised on page 8.

Income limits and payment options under the Income Guarantee Option

Income limits with the guarantee in i2Live Drawdown
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i2Live Drawdown - day one

150% GAD 
HMRC 
max

MSI
GMI 

(75% MSI)
HMRC min  
0% GAD

Maximum HMRC 
income limit

Maximum available 
income while 

maintaining guaranteed 
income level

Guaranteed income

Don’t have to take 
any income
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Income taken 
proportionately 

If income is taken proportionately across all funds, equity-risk based investments are restricted to 60% of the 
fund to which the guarantee applies from outset.

The 60% limit will be checked to ensure it has not been exceeded when the GMI is reviewed, investments are 
switched or if the fund value reduces as a result of a pension sharing order.

If the limit has been exceeded, we may request that the investments are switched to meet the requirement and 
to maintain the income guarantee.

Income from 
specific funds

If income is taken from specific funds, equity-risk based investments must be restricted to 60% of the fund to 
which the guarantee applies from outset, less the MSI. 

For example:

Fund value: £100,000 
MSI: £5,000 

£95,000 x 60%
= £57,000 maximum investment in equity-risk based investments

While we expect there to be some drift above and below the 60% limit when income is taken in this way, we 
will check to ensure it has not been exceeded when the MSI is reviewed, investments are switched or if the fund 
value reduces as a result of a pension sharing order.

If the limit has been exceeded, we may request that the investments are switched to meet the requirement and 
to maintain the income guarantee.

Investment choices when the Income Guarantee Option is switched on
A range of investment funds covering all major asset classes is available when the income Guarantee Option has been selected. 
Details can be found in the Customer Fund Guide which is available on request. We do however specify some restrictions when the 
income Guarantee Option is switched on:

Conditions of  
the Income 
Guarantee Option

The GMI will never reduce provided:

  income does not exceed the MSI or the GMI, if greater, in any pension year;

   the value of the fund to which the Income Guarantee Option applies, does not reduce following a pension 
sharing order or an annuity purchase (where funds are in i2Live Drawdown).

If these circumstances apply, the income guarantee will be recalculated and a reduced GMI will apply immediately.

The guaranteed minimum income will also reduce on conversion from i2Live Drawdown to i2Live Annuity if:

   the selection of death benefits is different to that initially specified in calculating the MSI in i2Live Drawdown;

  the conversion date is before your client’s 75th birthday;

  the value of your client’s fund is reduced by a tax charge if the value of benefits exceeds the Lifetime Allowance.

Conditions of the Income Guarantee Option

Key information

  Absolute certainty of minimum income 
whatever happens to the markets

  Client still benefits from investment growth 
potential which may boost income over time

Jargon buster
Equity-risk – the term we apply to investment funds which 
display similar volatility in price as equities. The equity-risk 
proportion of each i2Live fund can be found on the fund 
fact sheets and in the Customer Fund Guide.
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The Income Guarantee Option in action

The following examples are only a representation of how MSI and 

GMI could work in their simplest forms. They do not represent 

actual or potential income levels and are for illustrative purposes 

only.

Maximum supportable income (MSI)

The first stage to determining the GMI is to calculate the MSI. In 

the simple example below, the Assumed Investment Return 
(AIR) used in the calculation is set at 4% with the actual return 
being 5% over the period. This means the MSI rises each year. 

Example: Average 5% investment return per year

What happens in adverse 
investment conditions?

The illustration below shows the benefit of having the Income 

Guarantee Option in place during adverse investment conditions. 

If the MSI drops below the GMI level, the Income Guarantee 

Option kicks in and the client will receive the guaranteed 

minimum income. If the MSI recovers and exceeds the GMI, 

income up to the MSI level can again be paid. 

Example: Less favourable investment conditions 
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Reviewed every year Maximum 
Supportable 
Income

Time

At this point, the income 
guarantee kicks in so 
income received will be 
the guaranteed minimum 
income level

At this point, the fund 
has recovered so that 
income received can rise 
above the guaranteed 
minimum income level

During a period of poor investment performance the level of 
income available from the fund may reduce significantly

Maximum 
Supportable 
Income

Guaranteed 
Minimum 
Income

The Income Guarantee Option in action

Income per 
annum (£)

What happens in favourable 
investment conditions?

The illustration below shows that when investments perform 

favourably, not only does the MSI increase steadily each year, but 

the GMI increases at its five yearly reviews. The new GMI figure is 

based on the average MSI of the last five years and not the fund 

value at a particular point in time. 

Example: Average 5% investment return per year

Time

Reviewed every year

Reviewed every 5 years

Maximum 
Supportable 
Income

Guaranteed 
Minimum 
Income

100%

75%
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i2Live Annuity – comparison chart

i2Live Annuity – a revolutionary way of taking 
retirement income 

i2Live Annuity really challenges conventional ideas of annuity 

income.  After all, why should your clients lose out on growth 

potential and income flexibility by going into an annuity? i2Live 

Annuity is a flexible annuity, which offers this plus an element of 

security, through the Income Guarantee Option.

So how does it compare? 

This is a high level comparison for reference only. A detailed 

comparison should always be done to ensure client suitability.

i2Live Annuity
Conventional 
Level Annuity

With-profits 
Annuity

Age at entry 55 55 55

Income Maximum income 120% of the income available 
from the average of three 
level conventional annuity 
rates available from other 
authorised insurance 
companies (HMRC max)

Fixed income only Variable income 
within limits

Minimum income 50% of the income available 
from the average of three 
level conventional annuity 
rates available from other 
authorised insurance 
companies (HMRC min)

Fixed income only Variable income 
within limits

Guaranteed Income Income Guarantee Option 
(additional charge of 0.95% a year of 
the value of the fund to which the 
guarantee applies)

Guaranteed for life Guaranteed minimum 
amount plus any  
with-profits bonuses

Sustainable income 
over the long term

Yes Yes Yes

Potential for income 
growth

Yes No Yes

Continued overleaf
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i2Live Annuity
Conventional 
Level Annuity

With-profits 
Annuity

Income Income rate basis Based on current age Based on age at outset Based on age at outset

Income reviewed Yes. MSI reviewed every 
year. GMI reviewed every 
5 years. HMRC limits 
reviewed every 3 years.

No Only if Anticipated Bonus 
Rate (ABR) revised

Income tax PAYE taxed as earned 
income

Death 
benefits

Guarantee period Up to 10 years

PAYE taxed as earned 

income

Unlimited - provider specific

Joint life income to 
dependant/other

Optional – 
up to 100% - dependant only

Optional – 
up to 100%

Optional – 
up to 100%

Lump sum to 
dependant(s)/other No No No

Mortality pooling Yes, mortality credits 
added to fund each year 
(see page 18)

Yes, calculated into 
annuity rate at outset

Yes, reviewed annually

Investment Basis Equities, bonds, fixed 
interest, property, cash

Fixed interest securities With-profits fund

Investment choice Yes No No

Switching Unlimited free switches N/A N/A

Tax Growth free of tax within 
pension fund

N/A N/A

Charges Explicit Implicit Implicit

Advice Ongoing advice required Yes No Yes

PAYE taxed as earned 

income

Unlimited - provider specific
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i2Live Annuity – mortality credits

What are mortality credits? 

Mortality credits are the distribution of the values remaining from 

the accounts of deceased i2Live Annuity clients. They are added 

to the accounts of existing i2Live Annuity clients every year in the 

form of extra units. This is known as mortality cross subsidy.

Key information

   Extra units added to i2Live Annuity fund each year

 Can enhance investment growth

 Once added cannot be taken away

 Value becomes more significant as client gets older

The mortality drag problem

Lifetime Annuities (such as i2Live Annuity), enjoy mortality cross 

subsidy (called mortality credits in i2Live Annuity). This cross 

subsidy does not exist in pension fund withdrawal products such 

as drawdown pensions because the entire fund remaining on 

death is available for distribution to the member’s beneficiaries. 

To compensate for the loss of the mortality cross subsidy, the 

withdrawal funds must achieve an additional investment return. 

This extra return is called mortality drag.
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Age Single life £ Joint life* £
Dependant’s 
guarantee** £

75 5,620 2,860 980

76 6,290 3,230 1,260

77 7,070 3,660 1,610

78 7,920 4,150 2,050

79 8,960 4,740 2,610

80 10,210 5,450 3,320

81 11,520 6,220 4,550

82 13,140 7,180 6,200

83 15,160 8,340 8,430

84 17,400 9,690 11,440

85 20,270 11,380 15,800

86 24,050 13,530 18,700

87 28,010 15,940 21,780

88 33,220 19,010 25,830

89 23,160 31,550

* Joint Life - Spouse aged 72, 50% to surviving spouse.

In this example, at the end of the first year £5,620 
worth of credits are added. At the end of the second 
year £6,290 worth of credits are added, and so on  
(i.e. total £11,910 added to client’s fund over two years). 
Information correct as at 06/04/2020

How do mortality credits work? 

At the end of each policy year, mortality credits are 

allocated to the accounts of active i2Live Annuity 

clients. The table opposite shows the level of mortality 

credit that could be added at a given age depending on 

the death benefit basis selected.

Assumptions: 

Single client age 75.

Initial investment: £200,000 into i2Live Annuity 

without Income Guarantee Option on 06/04/2020

Investment growth: 5%, 100% invested in SLFC 
Balanced Passive Managed
Income basis: 100% Maximum Supportable Income  
with assumed investment return of 5% and 2020 
mortality assumptions, monthly in advance 
Mortality credit basis: 2020 mortality credit 
basis***

How we apply mortality credits

The additional units will be added to the funds in proportion to the value of the units held in each fund. 

Credit added to fund What happens on death?

Single life Full amount added to entire fund. Entire remaining fund used to fund mortality 
credits for other i2Live Annuity holders.

Joint life Reduced amount added to joint life funds while 
first life is alive. Full amount added when fund is 
held by second life. 

If the nominated dependant is a child, mortality 
credits will not be added during your client’s 
lifetime until the child reaches age 23.

   Death of client: the value of the fund to which 
the joint life option does not apply will be  
used to fund mortality credits for other  
i2Live Annuity holders.

   Death of nominated dependant: remaining 
dependant’s fund will be used to fund  
mortality credits.

Dependant’s guarantee Reduced amount added during the guarantee period.
Full amount added after the guarantee period.

If your client dies during the guarantee period,  
any remaining fund at the end of the guarantee 
period will be used to fund mortality credits for 
other i2Live Annuity holders.

** Single life dependant’s guarantee period: 10 years.
*** Mortality credit factor in each year depends on the actual mortality experienced and may vary 
each year. The example assumes the factor remains unchanged in the future.

40,580
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Payments into existing i2Live plans

Transfers From UK registered pension schemes. From 6 April 
2015 transfers from other income drawdown 
policies cannot be accepted.

Single contributions  
(i2Live Accumulator only)   Made by client, their employer or by a third party

  Cheque or credit transfer

Regular contributions  
(i2Live Accumulator only)   Made by client, their employer or by a third party 

  Monthly or annually

  Direct debit

Moving funds in, through 
and out of i2Live

Converting from one i2Live product to another
The full fund value can be converted between products within the i2Live range at no additional cost. From 6 April 2015 funds from an 

i2Live Accumulator can only be converted to i2Live Drawdown if there is an existing i2Live Drawdown policy in place (that has 

previously received a conversion from an i2Live Accumulator).

From i2Live Accumulator to  
i2Live Drawdown or i2Live Annuity

From i2Live Drawdown to i2Live Annuity

Before 
age 75

   Funds can be converted to both

   Existing investment options can be continued

   Up to 25% can be taken as a tax free lump sum 
at time of conversion.

Before 
age 75

   Funds can be converted

     Existing investment options can be continued

   Income Guarantee Option will be carried over 
automatically on conversion.

At age 75
Funds must be 
transferred to a 
drawdown pension, 
alternative pension 
provider, i2Live 
Drawdown or a 
secured pension 
must be purchased.

   Funds can be converted to i2Live Annuity

  Existing investment options can be continued

   Up to 25% can be taken as a tax free lump sum 
at time of conversion

   Option to transfer all funds at age 75 to a 
drawdown pension or annuity with another 
product provider.

Age 75 
to 77

   Funds can be converted to i2Live Annuity

   Existing investment options can be continued

   Option to transfer all funds at age 77 to a 
drawdown pension or annuity with another 
product provider.

Minimum payments can be found on page 7.
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Transfers out of i2Live

Transfers out can be made from all products with no penalty. However, a deduction for funded initial commission charge will still be 

made, if applicable.

Open Market Option

Available on i2Live Accumulator and i2Live Drawdown only.

i2Live Accumulator and i2Live Drawdown i2Live Annuity

   Transfer value can be paid to UK registered pension schemes 
and qualifying overseas pension schemes.

  A request to transfer to another annuity can be made at any time

   Transfer requests are subject to underwriting. If we consider the 
life to be impaired we may refuse the transfer.

   Transfers from annuity to annuity must be on an equivalent 
basis (joint life or single life).

Key information
Transfers between products within the 
i2Live range are free of charge, seamless 
and hassle-free. We will only be able to 
convert an i2Live Accumulator to an 
i2Live Drawdown policy after 6 April 2015, 
if your client already has an existing i2Live 
Drawdown (that has previously received a 
conversion from an i2Live Accumulator).

    No penalty for transfers out of i2Live
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Death benefits explained

i2Live Accumulator i2Live Drawdown

Provision for 
dependants or 
beneficiaries

The full fund value can be used to provide:

   a lump sum to a beneficiary or dependant; or

   a pension income for spouse or civil partner; or

    a pension income for any children under age 23 
or dependent adult.

The remaining fund value will be used to provide 
either a lump sum or income for a spouse, civil 
partner or other nominated person.

They can choose to:

   If over 77, transfer the fund to a drawdown 
pension with another product provider; or

    use the fund to purchase i2Live Annuity or an 
annuity with another product provider.

Income Guarantee 
Option

N/A The Income Guarantee Option will cease on death.

Nomination 
procedures

   Lump sum death benefits are distributed by the 
personal pension scheme administrator

   Clients can nominate who they wish to receive 
their benefits when they take out the policy

    Nominees can be changed at any time.

As i2Live Accumulator.

Inheritance tax Lump sum death benefits will normally be free 
from inheritance tax (IHT).

Lump sum death benefits will normally be free 
from inheritance tax (IHT).

Delayed payments N/A

Death Benefits

continue in a drawdown pension with another 
product provider; or   

Your clients can invest in i2Live with the reassurance that their pension savings can be used to provide benefits for 
their loved ones or other beneficiaries in the event of their death, whatever their circurmstances. Since 6 April 2015 
death benefits from pension can be paid to non dependants. The term & conditions of i2Live plans have not been 
amended to allow this.

a pension income for another beneficiary with 
another product provider.

If lump sum death benefits are not paid within 
two years of the date of notification of the 
client's death, then they will be subject to a 
tax charge of 45%

take the fund as a lump sum. This payment will be 
free of tax if you die before age 75. If you have 
already reached age 75 at the time of death, 
payment of the pension fund will be subject to 
income tax; this will be at the recipient's highest 
marginal rate if paid to an individual, or 45% if 
paid to an entity such as a trust or a solicitor. If 
such an entity subsequently pays the money to 
an individual, that individual may be able to 
reclaim any excess income tax already paid; or   
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Death benefits in i2Live Annuity

Your client can select the death benefit that best suits their 

personal circumstances. Benefits must be specified from outset 

and cannot be added or removed at a later date. 

Two options are available: the joint life option and the 

dependant’s guarantee period option. 

Eligibility For i2Live Annuities this can be a spouse, civil partner, child or any other person dependent on 

the client either financially or because of incapacity

They must be nominated at outset.

Benefit on death    Between 0%-100% of the fund value which will be used to provide an income to the dependant

   Client must specify this percentage at outset

   Any residual percentage will go into the i2Live Annuity mortality credit pool

   Income reviews will take place when due as normal.

Options on death    Dependant can take a flexible income within limits

   If the Income Guarantee Option has been selected, they can inherit it or remove it at any time 

(see flow diagram on page 24).

Restrictions    If the dependant is a child, income will normally stop on their 23rd birthday

   No cash lump sum payable.

Tax Since 6 April 2015, payments can be made tax free where the member died before age 75. Where 

the member dies after age 75 the income will be taxed according to the dependant’s own tax code 

Paid to spouse or civil partner free of IHT.

Key information

   i2Live Annuity offers a choice of death benefits to 
suit the client’s circumstances

  If no death benefits are required, your clients can 
maximise their income

The joint life option 

This enables a pension income to continue to a dependant on death.
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Income choices for the dependant

One or both options can be selected. The flow diagram below shows the various possibilities and the benefits and choices these offer the 

dependant as they do vary depending on whether the Income Guarantee Option is attached to the fund or not.

Dependant’s 
guarantee period 
option + joint life 

option

See note 1

Joint life 
option

See note 2

NoneDependant’s 
guarantee 

period option

See note 3

Dependant’s 
guarantee 

period option

See note 4

Dependant’s 
guarantee period 
option + joint life 

option

See note 6

Joint life 
option

See note 5

IGO on At time of death IGO off

i2Live Annuity

The dependant’s guarantee period option

This provides an income to a spouse, civil partner or other specified dependant or beneficiary should the client die within 

the guarantee period. 

A guarantee period of either five or ten years must be specified at outset.

Eligibility    Can be anyone

   They must be nominated at outset.

Benefit on death    An income to the nominated beneficiary if the client dies within the specified guarantee period 
(either five or ten years after starting i2Live Annuity)

   Income will continue to be paid for the remainder of the term

   If an income review is due, it will happen as normal.

Options on death    Beneficiary can take a flexible income within the member’s income limits

   If the Income Guarantee Option has been selected, they can inherit it or remove it at any time 
(see flow diagram below).

Restrictions    No cash lump sum payable

   If it is selected with the joint life option, the nominated beneficiary must be the same person. Both 
options cannot be selected if the beneficiary is a child under 23.

Tax Since 6 April 2015, payment can be made tax free where the member died before age 75. Where 

the member dies after age 75 the income will be taxed according to the dependant's own tax code. 

Paid to spouse or civil partner free of IHT.
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Reminder
IGO – Income Guarantee Option (see page 11) 

MSI – maximum supportable income (see page 10)

GMI – guaranteed minimum income (see page 12)

1.  Dependant can either
retain or remove IGO

a.  Retains IGO: MSI and GMI continue and are calculated using deceased age for the remainder of the 

guarantee period. At the end of the guarantee period, the fund value and GMI are adjusted in line 

with the joint life percentage specified at outset. MSI is also recalculated at this point based on the 

age and fund value of the dependant. Income up to the new MSI can be taken (if greater than 

the GMI).

b. Removes IGO: see note 6

2.  Dependant can either
retain or remove IGO

a.  Retains IGO: The fund value and GMI are adjusted in line with the joint life percentage specified

at outset. MSI is also recalculated at this point based on the age and fund value of the dependant.

Income up to the new MSI can be taken (if greater than the GMI).

b. Removes IGO: see note 5

3.  Dependant can either
retain or remove IGO

a.  Retains IGO: MSI and GMI continue and are calculated using deceased age for the remainder of
the guaranteed period. At the end of the guarantee period, no further benefits are payable.

b. Removes IGO: see note 4

4.  HMRC limits continue using the deceased age for the remainder of the guarantee period. Dependant can choose to take an income

anywhere within these limits. At the end of the guarantee period, no further benefits are payable.

5.   The fund value is adjusted in line with the joint life percentage specified at outset. HMRC limits are recalculated based on the age

and fund value of the dependant. Dependant can choose to take an income anywhere within these limits.

6.  HMRC limits continue using the deceased age for the remainder of the guarantee period. Dependant can choose to take an income

anywhere within these limits. At the end of the guarantee period, the fund value is adjusted in line with the joint life percentage

specified at outset. HMRC limits are recalculated based on the age and fund value of the dependant. Dependant can choose to take

an income anywhere within these limits.
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Tax relief on contributions

   Basic rate tax relief on contributions into i2Live Accumulator 

up to the greater of the client’s earnings or £3,600 each 

year subject to the Annual Allowance limit.  Only personal 

contributions that qualify for tax relief will be accepted into 

i2Live Accumulator.

Taking a lump sum from uncrystallised funds

   Up to 25% of the fund can be taken as a tax-free lump sum

 Move funds into i2Live Drawdown in stages and take a tax-

free lump sum each time for a phased solution that maximises  

tax efficiency.

Lifetime allowance      

           £1.03 million for the 2018/19 tax year.

Investment funds 

    Don’t pay tax on any interest 

   Free from capital gains tax 

   Basic rate tax is paid at source on UK dividends and is 

not reclaimable.

Income tax

   Deducted from income payments 

   Based on client’s personal tax code.

Tax implications

i2Live Accumulator i2Live Drawdown

Lifetime Allowance check required when any funds are 
crystallised, or on death.

Lifetime Allowance check required at 75 or when benefits are 
secured, if earlier.

If the Lifetime Allowance is exceeded and used to provide a cash sum, the excess value will be taxed at 55%. If it is used to provide 
pension income, the excess will be taxed at 25%.

Clients will have a personal Lifetime Allowance if enhancement factors have been registered in respect of primary or fixed protection, 
a pension credit, a recognised overseas pension scheme transfer or a period of non ‘tax residence’ (of the UK) while a member of 
a registered pension scheme. If your client has enhanced protection then the Lifetime Allowance will not apply. 

Key information

   Use i2Live to maximise tax efficiency by taking 
benefits in stages for a phased retirement solution

If an Uncrystallised Funds Pension Lump Sum is taken, 25% of 
the fund will be tax free. The remaining fund will be taxed as 
earned income.
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Personal tax allowances 

Income payments to dependants 

(i2Live Annuity)
Income payments made to a dependant under the joint life 
or dependant’s guarantee period option in i2Live Annuity will 
be tax free if the member is under 75 at the age of death. If 
the member is over the age of 75 at date of death the 
income payments will be taxed under PAYE.

If a surviving spouse or civil partner is receiving the payment, 
it does not need to be included in the estate of the 
deceased. Otherwise, these payments are included in the 
estate for  IHT purposes.

Serious ill health (i2Live Accumulator)
Benefits can be taken early if life expectancy is less than 12 months. 

However, this is subject to medical information and HMRC 

approval.

If the full fund value is taken as a lump sum it will be tax-free 

unless the total value of benefits exceeds the Lifetime Allowance 

when it will be taxed as outlined previously.

Death benefits (i2Live Accumulator)

Total value of the lump sum death benefits must be tested 

against the Lifetime Allowance.  

If the value of the total lump sum death benefits exceeds the 

Lifetime Allowance then a lifetime allowance charge of 55% will 

be charged on the excess amount.

The personal representatives are responsible for collecting 

information and working out if a charge is due. Where there is 

a taxable amount then the personal representatives must send 

details to HMRC.

Please note that this information is based on current law and 

HMRC practice, both of which may change.  

Personal tax allowance 2018/2019 tax year

Basic rate Personal tax allowance Income limit for 
Personal allowance

20% £11,850 £1,030,000
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Income reviews

How often do we review? How often should you review?

You should consider a review of your clients’ 

income requirements on an annual basis.
HMRC income limits Every three years or annually (if age 75 

or over). Every three years for an 
annuity taken out from 11 August 2011.

Maximum supportable income (MSI) Every year

Guaranteed minimum income (GMI) Every five years

HMRC income reviews

i2Live Drawdown i2Live Annuity

Three yearly or 
annual income reviews 
The income review 
calculations will be made 
between 28 days and 60 
days before the end of the 
pension year (and everythird 
year or annually after that). 

   Maximum income is reviewed every three years 
or annually

    New maximum income amounts apply from the 
first day of the fourth or next pension year, then 
the first day of the seventh or next pension year 
etc. until the member’s 77th birthday; the date the 
entire fund is used to secure a pension, transferred 
to another provider or the client’s death

    More frequent reviews are not allowed, except in 
the circumstances set out below

   Where a transfer payment has been received from 
another drawdown pension, the HMRC maximum 
income limit and the next review date for the 
policy tranche will be the same as that which 
applied under the previous drawdown pension.

    Minimum and maximum income limits are 
reviewed every three years

    New minimum and maximum income amounts 
will apply from the first day of the fourth pension 
year, then the first day of the seventh pension 
year etc. until the client’s death.

Ad hoc income reviews More frequent reviews of the maximum income limit 
are required if:

    the fund reduces following an annuity purchase 
using part of the fund;

    the fund increases following an additional transfer 
payment into an existing policy tranche from the 
same arrangement of a registered pension scheme 
as a previous transfer payment. Existing review 
dates are maintained; or

    if the value of a policy tranche is reduced by 
a pension debit following the application of a 
pension sharing order.

More frequent reviews of the income limits are 
required if:

    a tranche segment is transferred to another 
annuity; or

    the value of a tranche segment is reduced as  
a result of a pension debit (from a pension sharing 
order.

If the client requests 
a review

 The revised maximum income will apply from the 
next pension year if annual income reviews or for 
the two subsequent pension years or until a further 
request for a review is made.

Not available.
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Maximum supportable income (MSI) reviews

The MSI is calculated at outset and reviewed at the end of every 

pension year from then on. The review will take into account:

   the value of units in a tranche segment

   the age of the member (in i2Live Annuity we will also include 

that of a joint annuitant when the joint life option has been 

selected)

   the expected age of conversion to i2Live Annuity  

(i2Live Drawdown only) this is set at age 75 if the Income 

Guarantee Option applies

   assumed future charges

   the assumed life expectancy of the member

   an assumed investment return (AIR)*

   the death benefit basis to be assumed on conversion to  

i2Live Annuity if the member is currently in i2Live Drawdown 

or the actual death benefit basis if the member is already in  

i2Live Annuity.

*The AIR can be selected by the member from 0% to 8% a year (before the 
deduction of any fund related charges) in 0.1% steps. Where the Income 
Guarantee Option applies, we set the AIR at 4% per annum.

Guaranteed minimum income (GMI) reviews

Applicable when the Income Guarantee Option has been selected.

The initial GMI is calculated as 75% of the initial maximum 

supportable income for the fund to which the guarantee applies.

The initial GMI can apply for life and will not reduce providing 

that the conditions of the guarantee are met (see page 14) but it 

could increase at each five-yearly review.

We will recalculate the GMI every five years while the member 

is invested in i2Live Drawdown, at the date of conversion to  

i2Live Annuity and then every five years in i2Live Annuity. 

The new GMI will equal the greater of:

   75% of the average MSI since the GMI was last calculated; or

   the current GMI.

Where a payment into i2Live Drawdown was from an existing 

drawdown pension, the GMI will be recalculated on the next 

HMRC review date and every five years thereafter.

We will also recalculate the GMI if there are any breaches of 
the conditions of the Income Guarantee Option and in 
certain circumstances following conversion to i2Live Annuity 
from  i2Live Drawdown, at which point a reduced GMI will 
apply immediately. See page 14 for more details.  

Key information

   Speak to your clients and maintain an 
ongoing relationship

    Ensure your clients’ income requirements 
are being met

   Potentially provide your clients with an 
improved income
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i2Live Drawdown i2Live Annuity

Transfer payments received from the same  
policy arrangement will be made to the same policy tranche.

Transfers of uncrystallised funds were invested in  
i2Live Accumulator and immediately converted to i2Live 
Drawdown. All such transfers were applied to the same 
policy tranche in i2Live Drawdown.

Each tranche will have at least one tranche segment. 

Each conversion from i2Live Drawdown or Open Market Option 
purchase will be made to a separate policy tranche.  

Policy segmentation when the Income Guarantee Option applies

Within each policy tranche there will always be at least one tranche segment, either a tranche segment with the Income Guarantee 
Option or a tranche segment without the Income Guarantee Option. If the initial payment includes the Income Guarantee Option on 
just a part of the value, there will be two tranche segments; one for the part without the Income Guarantee Option and one for the 
part with the Income Guarantee Option.

A policy tranche will only have one tranche segment without the Income Guarantee Option, whereas additional tranche segments will 
be added if the Income Guarantee Option is to be added to existing funds.

More about the Income Guarantee Option on page 11

Policy segmentation
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i2Live Accumulator product specification

Product type A personal pension plan.

It comprises two pension schemes. Both schemes are registered pension schemes under Chapter 2 of 
Part 4 of the Finance Act 2004.

Eligibility To make contributions the client must:

    be an individual who has relevant UK earnings for the tax year, or

    be resident in the UK for tax purposes; or

    be working overseas as a crown servant; or

     be the husband, wife or civil partner of a crown servant working overseas; or

    have been resident in the UK for tax purposes during the last 5 tax years.

Minimum age at entry 18

Maximum age at entry 74

Transfers-in Transfers can be received from all UK registered pension schemes including:

    personal and stakeholder pension schemes

    free-standing additional voluntary contribution schemes

    occupational pension schemes

    Section 32 buy-out contracts.

Transfers from overseas pension schemes will not be accepted.

Payments can be made by cheque or credit transfer.

Minimum contributions  
(after allowance for any tax relief)

Initial transfer payment £50,000

Top up transfer or single  
contribution

£250

Regular contributions 
(monthly or annually)

£250

The minimum initial transfer payment and/or single contribution must be paid before any regular 
contributions can be accepted. There is no minimum increment for regular contributions.

Selected retirement date The provisional retirement date selected at outset can be changed at any time.

We will assume that the selected retirement date will apply to all statutory money purchase 
illustrations and any other projections of benefits.

Maximum contributions  
(after allowance for any tax relief)

£40,000 for the year 2018/19 unless use of a Carry Forward entitlement permits a higher level. If 
you have accessed any of your pension benefits flexibly (e.g. Uncrystallised Funds Pension 
Lump Sum, Flexi-access Drawdown income, Capped Drawdown income Above Cap or via 
existing Flexible Drawdown)your limit will be lower than this.

A 30 day cancellation period applies.Cancellation rights

Taking benefits Benefits can be taken at any time between the ages of 55 and 75.

Benefits can be taken at an earlier age if your client is in serious ill health or incapacity.
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i2Live Drawdown product specification

Product type A drawdown pension.

It compromises of two pension schemes. Both schemes are registered pension schemes under 
Chapter 2 of Part 4 of the Finance Act 2004.

Eligibility

Minimum age at entry 55 
A lower minimum age may apply if the client is in serious ill health or incapacity.

Maximum age at entry 76

Transfers-in Transfers can be received from all UK registered pension schemes including:

Transfer payments of uncrystallised funds can only be accepted before the client’s 75th birthday 

and will be invested in i2Live Accumulator and immediately converted to i2Live Drawdown. This is 

subject to the client having an existing i2Live Drawdown plan that has previously received a 

conversion from an i2Live Accumulator.

Transfers from overseas pension schemes will not be accepted.

Payments can be made by cheque or credit transfer.

Minimum contributions

Initial transfer payment £50,000

Additional transfers £250

Cancellation rights A 30 day cancellation period applies.

Pension commencement 
lump sum (tax-free cash)

A pension commencement lump sum, currently tax-free, can be taken at the time any uncrystallised 
funds are transferred to i2Live Drawdown. 

If the pension commencement lump sum is not taken at that time, then the right to any lump sum 
will be lost in respect of the funds transferred. 

The maximum pension commencement lump sum will normally be calculated as 25% of the amount 
transferred. A higher amount may be available if your client has HMRC protection of pension rights.

Income frequency Income payments can be monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or annually. The basis and amount of income 
taken can be changed at any time. Ad hoc payments can also be taken. 

Regular payments can be fixed or increase each year. 
More details on page 8

Maximum income limit

Minimum income limit

Income reviews
More details on page 28

150% of an annuity value calculated using GAD annuity rate tables.

No minimum.

Every three (if aged 74 or under years) or annually (if aged 75 or above), or sooner.

personal and stakeholder pension schemes

free-standing additional voluntary contribution schemes    

occupational pension schemes

Section 32 buy-out contracts

Transfers from other drawdown plan cannot be accepted
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i2Live Annuity product specification

Product type Flexible unit-linked annuity.

Eligibility

Minimum age at entry 55 
A lower minimum age may apply if the client is in serious ill health or incapacity.

Maximum age at entry Unlimited.

Transfers-in Payments can be received from all UK registered pension schemes including:

   personal and stakeholder pension schemes

    free-standing additional voluntary contribution schemes

    occupational pension schemes

    Section 32 buy-out contracts

    drawdown pensions.

Transfer payments of uncrystallised funds can only be accepted before the client’s 75th birthday and 
will be invested in i2Live Accumulator and immediately converted to i2Live Annuity. Where scheme 
pensions are involved, this will meet the requirement to transfer to a personal pension (or another 
scheme which does not provide scheme pensions) before a Lifetime Annuity can be purchased.

Transfers from other Lifetime Annuities can be accepted. 

Transfers from overseas pension schemes will not be accepted.

Transfer payments can be made by cheque or credit transfer.

Minimum contributions

Initial transfer payment £50,000 

Additional transfers £250

Cancellation rights A 30 day cancellation period applies.

Pension commencement 
lump sum (tax-free cash)

A pension commencement lump sum, currently tax-free, can be taken prior to your 75th birthday at 
the time any uncrystallised funds are transferred to i2Live Annuity. 

If the pension commencement lump sum is not taken at that time, then the right to any lump sum 
will be lost in respect of the funds transferred. 

The maximum pension commencement lump sum will normally be calculated as 25% of the amount 
transferred. A higher amount may be available if your client has HMRC protection of pension rights.

Income frequency
More details on page 8

Income payments can be monthly, quarterly, half-yearly or annually. The basis and amount of income 
taken can be changed at any time. Ad hoc payments can also be taken. 

Regular payments can be fixed or increase each year. 

Maximum income limit 120% of level conventional annuity.

Minimum income limit 50% of level conventional annuity.

Income reviews
More details on page 28

Every three years.
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Advice charges

Sun Life Financial of Canada does not facilitate adviser charging 

on any of our products. This includes i2Live. Any charges for 

advice given will need to be agreed between yourself and your 

client with the payment of those charges part of that agreement. 

Existing trail commission of i2Live plans can continue until an 

advice event occurs. When it does, all trail commission on the 

plan will be stopped.
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Life’s brighter under the sun

How to contact us

Phone
Customer & Adviser helpline: 

0345 642 4444
or, 01256 656472

Our dedicated adviser and customer support 
team is on hand to answer any questions you have 
about Sun Life Financial of Canada’s products and 
services. 

They can also provide you with further product 
literature and assist you with any specific queries 
or instructions regarding a policy.

Email
i2live@uksloc.co.uk

Online

Visit us online at www.sloc.co.uk 
For the latest news, fund information 

and product literature.

Post

Sun Life Financial of Canada
PO Box 6904 
Basingstoke, RG24 4TD

Our lines are open from 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday. 
We may monitor or record calls to help us improve our service.
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